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“Hunting For Royals” derives from a combination of two major 
thematic concepts for McGregor’s Autumn/Winter 2012 Collection 
brandwide. The first is the luxurious and rustic outdoor lifestyle 
built around the classic & nostalgic Anglo/American hunting 
culture. The second comes directly from our Royal heritage here at 
McGregor. The McGregor clan was one of Scotland’s biggest and 
most notorious, including the first proper king of Scotland. Together 
these 2 umbrella concepts contribute, along with some other sub-
concepts to give us our most “classic-cool” collection yet.
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Rustic & Regal  
Classic cool, preppy, colorful, and modernized, 
McGregor Sportswear stands for the highest quality 
level and lifestyle to boot. A rustic, yet luxurious, 
weekend away with friends wouldn’t be the same 
without lots of laughs, some sexy moments, and 
a true appreciation of the autumn leisure lifestyle. 
Naturally, in genuine regal form, of course.
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RayScott McMaRlowe
Geoff f windSoR Bd cf lS

Gwynn BlouSe 
SMaRt ReGulaR jeanS
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sportswear  i  McG

alwin newton 
alex dRizzleR jacket 

 
coBy aRGyle Pull 

BaSic knit Set ScaRf 
 

BenjaMin f windSoR  
ouP lennaRd Pull Hooded
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McG  i  get inspired

Wallis Simpson, twice divorced and with a fearsome reputation as an ambitious 
party girl, hit the jackpot when she was introduced to the future king of England, 
Edward, in 1931. He soon became besotted with what he thought of as a breath 
of fresh air in the stuffy world of the English court and his determination to marry 
Simpson lead to his abdication as king and their exile to France to live the rest of 
their lives as the Duke and Duchess of Windsor.

As the ultimate society couple, the Windsors continued to be controversial fig-
ures (was Wallis in love or was she a gold-digger? was she really born a man?) 
but what is undeniable is that they were true style icons. Edward was one of the 
world's most elegant men – how many people can claim to have both a fabric 

design (Prince of Wales check) and a method of tying a tie (the Windsor Knot) 
named after them? - and Wallis was his sartorial equal. In true royal style, they 
were never really “off duty” and a weekend in the country was an excuse to dress 
up even more: Edward favored plaid plus-fours, fair-isle sweaters and hooped 
humbug socks whereas Wallis would still be immaculate in a tweedy Dior suit, 
cashmere twinset and maybe a Cartier monogram brooch. 

Thankfully, life for most of us is much more relaxed these days but, if you 
leave the city this autumn, why not take inspiration from the Windsors and 
dress to impress? In a sea of fleeces and waterproofs you might just feel a little 
royal yourself! §

get inspired:

the windsors
There are many great american families that aspire to be stateside “royalty” but in fact it was an illegitimate girl 

from a middle-class background who came the closest to becoming a true aristocrat.
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GaRwood f aScot  
oveRland finn RuGBy 
lodGe eli Sweat Pant

GeRRy newton 
ninean jeM Hooded Sweat 

StaPleton dRew Polo

right page

caStle dReSS
Ryan Ron caRd
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cHRiStoPHeRScott McfaRlane 
oxfoRd f windSoR
Mallock joSHua RuGBy
GiBSon leatHeR jacket 

autuMn caPe
cHaMBRay BlouSe
SMaRt ReGulaR jeanS
BallcHain Belt

right page

GRaySon dReSS
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jacoB newton 
eManuele waltuM jacket 
MuRRay cRowley veSt

oxfoRd f windSoR 
leaf lion Pull 
lionel RoBeRtSon jacket
BaSic taRtan jeffeRSon ScaRf



country retreat of the Rockefellers, this spectacular 
lodge allows its wealthy guests the privilege of country 
living without any of the hardships. Get someone 
to paddle you round the lake in a tomahawk canoe 
before retiring to your $2000-a-night cabin to dress 
up for dinner (compulsory!) and convince yourself 
that this is how country folk really live...
Further details: lakejoseph.com,  
lazymeadow.com, thepointresort.com

Blanket on the gRound
If you’re lucky enough to be blessed with good 
weather on your country weekend, there’s no better 
way of appreciating the great outdoors than with 
a picnic. Be it egg sandwiches and tea, or lobster 
and champagne, eating outside is one of life’s great 
pleasures, despite having to fight off ants for the food 
and the endless struggle to keep your glass upright on 
the grass. And, as in any good restaurant, the setting is 
as important as the food, so don’t even THINK about 
using that moth-eaten old blanket that’s stuck up in 
the attic – the only thing that you should be parking 
your chino-clad ass on is a classic Pendelton. 

In a European-emigre-goes-west story that mirrors 
McGregor’s own heritage, the Pendelton Woollen 
Mills was founded in Oregon in 1909 and started by 
making high quality blankets using designs influenced 
by the local Native American communities. Over the 
years, these blankets became so desirable that young 
professionals in the city were advised to buy them 
as security in case of hard times as they always kept 
their value and could be pawned or traded. Available 
in many ethnic patterns and designs, the chicest are 
maybe the simple bold stripes – each one representing 
a different American National Park. 

Vintage Pendeltons can cost many hundreds of 
dollars and so are best kept thrown over the back of 
your sofa but a new one is more affordable and has 
the advantage of being washable which might come 
in useful if you drop your sandwich!
Further details: pendleton-usa.com

good Wood
Getting into the countryside can be a bit of a bore on 
public transport – infrequent trains and slow buses 
don’t really add to the fun of escaping the city. You 
really need a car. And a car big enough to hold your 
picnic hampers, fishing rods, cases of wine and six 
changes of clothes etc etc. Most importantly, you need 
a cool car that separates you from the hoards of other 
city folk who are doing the same as you but without 
the style... There’s really only one sort of car that will 
really do the job and that’s a Woodie. Sounding a bit 
like the state some cars get some of their male owners 
into, a Woodie is in fact an old car where the back 
section is (surprise surprise!) made out of exposed 
wood. Sometimes called station-wagons (they were 
often used by lodges and country clubs to transport 
people to and from the station due to their large 
capacity for luggage), Woodies were originally built in 
the 1930s as cheaper alternatives to cars made entirely 
out of steel. Soon however, their popularity grew and 
more expensive versions were made – perhaps peaking 
with a Rolls Royce version. During the second world 
war, steel was in short supply and so the Woodie came 
into its own and by the 1950s American was full of 
mass produced half-timber cars ranging from the 
traditional long frames (favoured by surfers to carry 
their boards) to more sexy convertibles. However, 
soon the very distinguishing feature of the cars – their 
wood! - lead to their downfall: the timber needed 
much more care and upkeep than steel and also there 
began to be safety issues as cars got faster and roads 
busier. By the start of the 1960s, Woodies were out 
of fashion, though some companies such as Ford and 
Mercury still offered Woodie-wannabees using fake 
timber instead.

The woodie will always have a place in the preppy 
heart though, evoking as it does a time of mid-
century Americana when driving still had a glamour 
and cars had character. These days, Woodies are 
hugely collectible and Woodie clubs exist across the 
world and the cars themselves fetch huge sums. So, 
maybe it will be bus tickets all round after all....?

AND, FOR THE lAzY PREPPY...
With the best will in the world, sometimes the lure 
of the real countryside isn’t quite enough to warrant 
the effort. Sure, it’s good to get a breath of fresh 
air and take in the beautiful autumnal scenery, but 
there’s also the bugs, the unpredictable weather and 
of course the bumper-to-bumper traffic leaving 
the city on a Friday evening. No, sometimes you 
might want to get the feeling of a rural idyll but 
with the knowledge that there’s no danger of a 
bear attack and with the security that you are only 
twenty minutes away from home in a cab. For the 
lazy preppy who wants the life but really hasn’t got 
the time, here are three great city bars with country 
lodge appeal:

Walking into New York’s Merc Bar (151 Mercer 
St) you can forget the downtown hustle and 
bustle outside and pretend you really are drinking 
a Manhatten in an Adirondack boat house. Raw 
wood walls and navaho-blanket cushions add to 
the appeal and, if you still don’t really get the 
theme, there’s a full-sized canoe hanging from 
the rafters. Or maybe you had one too many 
cocktails....

Over in los Angeles, in the increasingly gentrified 
downtown area, Seven Grand (515 W 7th Street) 
has the style and sophistication of a 1930’s 
grand hunting lodge. Entirely oak panelled, 
tartan-carpeted and discretely lit, the bar offers 
a selection of over 300 whiskies and bourbons, 
all served under the glazed eyes of dozens of stag 
head trophies. It’s quite a jarring experience to 
step back outside into the heat of a Californian 
evening.

Further north in San Francisco, if you hanker 
after a weekend in the Sierra Nevada but can’t be 
bothered with the four hour drive, just stop by 
the fantastic Alpine-themed Bigfoot lodge (1750 
Polk Street). The ultimate in 1950s retro-ski-cabin 
chic, this bar is (literally) stuffed with taxidermy 
and, yes, that IS a giant carved sasquatch standing 
guard in the corner! §

location, location, location
The Catskill Mountains in upstate New York are 
a magnet for “leaf-peepers” every autumn and, at 
just over two hours from the city, they are perfect 
for a country weekend. In the past the area was 
infamous for large bland hotels that catered for the 
senior set, but recently a few lodges have aimed at 
a younger and more style-savvy clientele. A jewel 
in the Catskills crown is The Inn at lake Joseph 
where the 140-year-old estate lets you live out your 
old-school preppy fantasies but with the comfort 

and efficiency of the 21st century. Spend the day 
kayaking on the private lake or horseback-riding in 
the forest, then kick back by the roaring fire in your 
cosy cottage later that evening, and make believe 
you shot your own dinner.

If rustic charm isn’t really your scene and you 
fancy a bit of kitsch after your day of hiking, a 
quirky alternative is Kate’s lazy Meadow Hotel just 
outside Woodstock (rather appropriately!). Owned 
by the legendary B52’s tangerine-haired singer, Kate 

Pierson, the lodge is a love song to retro-american 
kitsch with rooms decorated in junk-shop finds and 
painted in atomic-age colours. For the ultimate in 
50s chic, you can even stay in an Airstream trailer 
parked down by the creek!

Finally, if your second name happens to be 
Vanderbilt or Kennedy, then head further north 
(well, you probably have a private helicopter!) to 
the Adirondacks and spend a weekend of unparal-
leled luxury at The Point. Originally the private 

this is

preppy 
country

autumn is a beautiful season in any country, but none more so than in the eastern states of the us where spectacular 
displays of leaves coupled with still-warm days make the perfect excuse to escape the big city and spend a weekend in 
the country. so, to make full use of your valuable time, here’s the ultimate Mcgregor guide to a perfect preppy Fall!
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iF the shoe Fits...
Apart from their obvious use in preventing your 
feet getting wet and your socks from wearing out 
too quickly, many people view shoes as being one of 
the most important parts of your outfit. Rumours 
abound of women who refuse to go on dates with 
guys who, despite their Brad Pitt good looks, have 
dodgy footwear and some style gurus go as far as to 
say that when deciding what to wear, you should start 
from the bottom and work up.

This sartorial dilemma is even more acute when you 
are invited to a weekend in the country. In the 1930s, 
the wealthy urbanites who escaped from the city to 
upstate New York for weekends of hunting, shooting 
and fishing were so determined not to be confused 
with real country people with their rough but practi-
cal boots, they insisted on wearing elegant polished 
oxfords and brogues, even when wading through wet 
grass in pursuit of deer. To make matters worse, the 
craze for black and white correspondent shoes meant 
that every mud-splatter showed. It was just as bad for 
women who were virtually house bound due to their 
insistence on wearing heels (albeit it lower ones than 
in the previous decade) and fine shoes made of suede. 
At least there was usually a valet on shoe-cleaning 
duty every evening!

luckily, the modern generation faces much fewer 
social taboos about what is and is not appropriate 
to wear on their feet and the relentless trend 
towards a more casual style, which started in the 
1950s with the preppy movement, means that it 
is perfectly acceptable to wear something more 
practical. However, considering the huge trend over 
the past couple of seasons for great new versions of 
hiking boots, desert boots and anything with a rug-
ged outdoor spirit, you have no excuse whatsoever 
for relying on sloppy footwear - keep the sneakers 
for the gym and boot up! §
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lodGe lady fuR jacket
BaSic knit Set GloveS

SMaRt Skinny jeanS

GlenScott McMaRlowe
PePita f newton 

BaSic taRan Hooded Sweat
laRRy tHuRMann fuR jacket
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deeR valley intaRSia caRdiGan
BaSic knit Set Hat
BaSic knit Set GloveS
aSPen SHiRt

daniel BoSton caRd

 
right page

dakota Ski fuR jacket
deeR valley intaRSia Pull
deeR valley intaRSia GloveS

MuRRay cRowley veSt
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McG  i  sportswear

tySon newton
laRRy tHuRMann fuR jacket



hunting

for royals
at the beginning of every new season, the Mcgregor design team faces a difficult challenge: how does it 

come up with new and exciting clothes for a young and discerning clientele whilst at the same time staying true 
to the amazing heritage that forms the backbone of the brand? 
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With a history that dates back to the beginning 
of the 20th century, McGregor has played a 
significant part in the wardrobes of men – and 
more recently women – and it is important that 
each new collection reflects this background but 
in a way that is modern and relevant to how 
people dress today. For Autumn/Winter 2012, 
the starting point was those original New York 
customers – the entrepreneurs and go-getters who 
built America’s business empires and during the 
Twenties and Thirties became the Stateside ver-
sion of Europe’s aristocracy. living lives much like 
their Old World counterparts, families such as the 
Rockefellers, the Vanderbilts and the Fords would 
escape to beautiful country lodges and estates 
at the weekend for days of hunting, shooting, 
fishing and most importantly socialising. These 
American “Royals” took their sartorial cues from 
Europe but then reinterpreted the classic style 
and turned it into a much easier and more casual 
dress code. Following a similar train of thought, 
the McGregor designers took the atmosphere of 
moneyed and sophisticated leisure and applied it 
to a modern way of dressing that works in the real 
world of today.

One huge advantage that the creative team at 
McGregor does have at their disposal is the huge 
archive of styles and images available as a refer-
ence. Over its ninety-year-old history, McGregor 
has designed literally thousands of garments for 
every conceivable occasion – from work to sport 
via town and country. The early part of the design 
process sees the team scouring markets and thrift 
shops for original McGregor garments and at the 
same time working through the company’s vast 
collection of back catalogues and vintage advertis-
ing campaigns. Sportswear and leisurewear in the 
mid last century was very different to today – few 
young guys would consider wearing plus-fours 
and tweeds for skiing these days! - but vintage 
details, colours and trims are often perfect when 
applied to new silhouettes or are re-interpreted 
using modern fabrics. For this Autumn, classic 
McGregor tartans were re-discovered and 
transferred to more modern light-weight flannel 
shirting and traditional country fabrics such as 
corduroy and tweed were put in sporty young 
styles. The end result, after months of hard work, 
is a yet another McGregor collection that expertly 
balances heritage and history with modernity 
and style. And you don’t need to have the bank 
balance of a Kennedy to wear it either! §
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GlenScott McMaRlowe 
winSton newton
PeRRy SyMon caRd 

right page

GlenScott McMaRlowe
daniel BoSton caRd 
BaSic taRtan elGin ScaRf
BaSic Suede Belt

deeR valley intaRSia caRdiGan 
BaSic knit Set Hat
BaSic knit Set GloveS
aSPen SHiRt
luxo StaR fuR jacket
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luxo StaR fuR jacket

right page

BaSic taRan Hooded Sweat
laRRy tHuRMann fuR jacket

lodGe lady fuR jacket
ziGG StRiPe caRdiGan 
SMaRt ReGulaR jeanS
BaSic knit Set GloveS
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Mount Pine caRdiGan 
joy SHiRt
ella liSa tee 
SMaRt Skinny jeanS
BaSic Suede Belt

jeReMy MoRBit 
BenjaMin ulMaR Pull 
MuRRay cRowley veSt



For the guys, this Autumn is all about channelling your inner country gentle-
man. A classic puffa jacket is perfect for the work week in the city but then why 
not swap it for a retro style duffle coat for that long walk through the forest at 
the weekend? And, when you’re back at the lodge that evening, cosy up with a 
college-stripe knit. Finally, if you want a quick-fix style tip, just throw on a Fair-
Isle knit scarf and you have an instant update to this season’s country manor vibe.

The great outdoors isn’t only for the boys - the McGregor girl has a great 
choice of classic country looks but with an urban twist. Tweedy blazers and 
Epsom coats might have their roots in menswear but they look sexy and 
modern when teamed with slim chinos, and a sense of stylish humour is 
never out of place so treat yourself to the duck-print blouse that perfectly 
captures this seasons hottest trends – retro prints and lady-like chic. §

apart from the prospect of country walks, pumpkin pie and halloween, autumn is such a good excuse to revitalize 
your wardrobe. so stock up on new must-haves that will keep you warm on thosechilly evenings but make sure you 

don’t lower the sartorial bar. There’s no better place to go for your seasonal style injection than Mcgregor.

autumn

essentials
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louP aRGyle Pull
GReG ReGulaR Bd lS 

BRad BadGe lP

Mica Hooded Sweat 
MaRy 5 Pocket fancy lP 

tieRRy ReGulaR dP lS
jaMeS woRkeR lP

PilloW-Fight caMPsite
An Autumn sleepover for the kids is always a fun 
start to the schoolyear. A makeshift campsite in 
the backyard, roasted marshmellows, flashlights, 
secrets, wrestling matches, and of course a stellar 
pillow-fight are memories we all have, at least we 
hope so here at McGregor Kids.
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 kate BlazeR  
nicky aw tee  

MaRy SkiRt  
caBle leGGinG  

 
MaRtin down  

colouRBlock BoMBeR fuR  
city oxfoRd Polo  

BRad BadGe  
 

BeveRly StRiPed Pull  
PinStRiPe SHoRt  

 
Stanway ReGulaR  

jaMeS woRkeR 
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Paxton RuSSel Hooded Sweat
fRitz ReGulaR Bd lS

BRad 5-Pocket lP

right page

GRiMBle RicHaRd caRdiGan 
cHaMBRay ReGulaR Bd lS

acRiS 5 Pocket lP 

lakewood BlouSe lS
MaRy SkiRt Mn
caBle leGGinG



Mcgregor sportswear has cornered the market in preppy collegiate clothes for the young urban guy, but even the the 
most youthful of us must eventually grow up a bit, get a job and explore a more adult world.

introducing 

distinction
 It was with this in mind that McGregor introduced the Distinction line in the late 
1990s – a sophisticated and elegant collection of clothes that could be worn by an 
older brother perhaps or by the same customer as he learns to appreciate the finer 
things in life and begins to move in more discerning circles. If the Sportswear guy 
is long Island and Ivy league, the Distinction guy is uptown Manhattan and Wall 
Street – he has a great career, a good education, but also has a sophisticated sense of 
style that retains some of the wit and relaxed attitude of youth.

American menswear has always taken its cues from European fashion but then re-
interpreted the classic styles to suit a more casual Stateside living. In the early Twen-
tieth Century, immigrant tailors moved in their thousands from london, Paris and 
Milan and brought with them years of experience coupled with a vast knowledge of 
construction techniques and fabric. Simultaneously, during the boom years of the 
twenties and thirties, the newly rich American entrepreneurs formed a huge market 
of men keen to ape their european counterparts in all things sartorial but desper-
ate to embody the exciting spirit of progress. In particular, Italian style was seen as 
very sophisticated but at the same time modern and urbane. Distinction takes this 
inspiration and strives to use the very finest fabrics and the very best manufacturing 
methods but then bring them together in a way that is suitable for todays less formal 
dress codes. 

Menswear generally consists of a very narrow selection of garments – shirts, jackets, 
trousers, knitwear – and so detail and fit are of paramount importance. The Dis-
tinction design team travel every season to Milan to select fabrics from some of the 
most famous and prestigious mills in Italy, knowing that the quality and handle of 
the cloth make a huge difference to how a suit or a shirt performs in the real world. 
Jacketing from loro Piana and Guabello, shirting from Albini and Thomas Mason 
– these raw materials mean that the clothes don’t need unnecessary or flashy details 

to sell themselves. Aiming for a sophisticated customer who appreciates quality, the 
Distinction collection lets the clothes speak for themselves and relies on quiet and 
elegant touches to tell the story. Details come from the heritage of menswear but 
are then given a modern twist: for example, elbow patches are taken from hunting 
jackets but then rendered in a check rather than leather to give a quirky touch, or 
the undercollar of a tailored jacket is picked out in a signature checked melton fabric 
rather than the standard plain grey. The “building blocks” of a classic mans ward-
robe, such as the club blazer, the polo shirt and the chino, are revisited and revital-
ised by slimming the shape or softening the construction (and just how delicious is 
it to throw on a jacket with no internal padding, making it as soft and wearable as a 
cardigan?!). This modernisation also allows the collection to be much more versatile 
– a suit is formal enough for a day at the office, but, being narrower and softer means 
that it can be teamed with a light-weight cashmere sweater in the evening and take 
you from Wall Street straight to Soho for a martini or two. Similarly, a classic quilted 
jacket in shiny nylon is equally at home over a suit in the city during the week as it is 
over a chunky piece of knitwear walking on the beach at the weekend.

For this winter, Distinction looked for inspiration to those most masculine of sports 
– hunting, shooting and fishing. But don’t worry – the only thing left dead at the 
end of the day is bad style! Fabrics are traditional but with a modern feeling: flan-
nels, tweeds and corduroys add texture whilst windowpane checks and plaids give 
a nod to country living. The colours reflect the season with autumnal browns, dark 
navys and murky greys being given shots of pink, bottle green and burgundy to 
add a bit of life. There has been a big trend over the past few seasons in menswear 
towards heavier fabrics and chunkier yarns, but these are kept wearable and easy by 
using very soft construction on jackets and outerwear. The end result is a beautifully 
crafted, luxurious wardrobe that is as at home in the boardroom as it is on a country 
walk. What more can the modern man ask for?! §
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left page

leStaR BRuce  
GoRdon RudolPH fuR jacket

otRanto tivoli jacket 
RudolPH tie

GReHaM BRuce  
jiM waSHinGton Pull
HeRald andRia coat

levanto Paolo jacket
PedRo tie

right page

loRenzo BuRton  
ewan Seattle Pull
Gian PRato jacket
aRnato knitted tie

Glenn Scott McMaRlowe
cRoco Belt



distinctive style
The McGregor tailored lifestyle of Distinction 
includes clean lines, luxurious Italian textiles, 
a sleek fit, and the highest attention to detail. 
The modern-classic Distinction man can 
only appreciate it in his rich masculinity 
& genuine confidence. Here at McGregor 
Distinction, glamour comes from within.
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taco BuRton  
dean caPe Pull SHawl
livoRno PRato jacket

alano woolen tie
BRiefcaSe
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loRenzo BuRton   
ewan Seattle Pull  
Gian PRato jacket 
aRnato knitted tie 
Glenn Scott McMaRlowe

right page

leMaR BRuno   
doMo PRato Suit  
aRio woolen tie



RoSen BuRton 
SeRa Piazza jacket

ciRo tie
edwaRd BoloGna
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Judith: hi giedo. sorry for disturbing your training. 
i understand you’re in china now. do you have time 
for any fun?
giedo: Sometimes it can be a bit lonely as I am 
training and working until late at night. luckily the 
trainer and team are nice to be around.

J: What are your biggest motivations for racing?
g: My biggest motivation is my life. I’ve been dream-
ing for more than half my life about this and I need 
to push every day to reach my goal which is to be the 
number one driver in the world.

J: and it’s important for you to graduate from 
gP2 to Formula one?
g: It would be great to win the GP2 Championship 
but my ultimate goal is to be successful in Formula 
One. I want to learn more all the time, improve every 
year together with the team (because it is a team effort 
too) and eventually win the Formula One World 
Championship.

J: obviously you must be a competitive person 
but what would you have done if you hadn’t been 
a racing driver?
g: Well, I hate losing, so I think that says it all! I 
think life would have been very different, but I can’t 
really imagine it any other way. In my dreams I'm 
racing too! My girlfriend tells me that I still hit the 
pedals when I'm sleeping. I started racing at 10 and 
by 12 I had won my first race. Back then it was just a 
bit of fun though and not my overall ambition.

J: so motor sport is your only sport?
g: I started wake-boarding a few years ago. In the 

J: i know you’re often seen in a Mcgregor hoodie 
but do you have any other favorite bits of clothing?
g: I’m crazy about shoes! I own a lot of special ones 
– like shoes with flower prints or limited editions 
from Nike. There are normally waiting lists for those 
but I have an inside connection who helps me out! 
My friends have to get used to them to start with but 
after a while they like them. They’re my personal style 
statement! I must have up to fifty pairs.

J: What’s your biggest fashion mistake ever? 
g: I never read any magazines about fashion but my 
girlfriend acts as my personal stylist. Some years ago, 
whilst working for my father, she noticed me wearing 
white socks and told me that was a terrible blunder!

J: i think a lot of dutch men should listen to her 
advice! What about lucky clothing? i know a lot 
of sportsmen have something they always wear for 
good luck during their race or game...
g: Up until 2008 I always wore pink underwear and 
a pink racing cap because I thought they brought me 
luck! But when my luck ran out, I stopped wearing 
them and now I think the most important thing is to 
believe in yourself and not rely on superstition.

J: and what do you wear when ‘off duty’? does your 
sport influence the way you dress?
g: There is a sport style in what I wear. I suppose 
my style can be best described as smart casual. I usu-
ally wear a pair of jeans, a shirt and a blazer. I really 
like the new Twenty One by McGregor collection 
and luckily it fits me well too. I particularly like the 
washed polos, t-shirts and denims. And of course I 
always have my special shoes!

J: Thanks for taking the time out to talk with us 
giedo. Finally, what three things describe you best?
g: I’m motivated, I enjoy life and I want to reach my 
goals in every aspect of my life. 

J: any advice to would-be racing drivers out there?
g: Go for it!! §

beginning it was a real challenge but now I’m getting 
really good! I also enjoy watching football and now 
that I am going to be moving to Amsterdam, I think 
I might get a season ticket for AJAX. Outside sport, I 
really enjoy house music and have loved it for years – 
I was an early adopter! Six years ago I loved Tiesto and 
French Djs like Bob Sinclair and David Guetta before 
they became mainstream. I used to DJ with friends.

J: you mention moving to amsterdam. What are you 
favorite places there?
g: I currently live in Gelderland but am moving to 
Amsterdam so I don’t have too many favorite places 
yet, but I love Momo and Japanese food. I love run-
ning in Vondelpark too but in the end, the best place 
to be of all is at home! I’m not often there but when I 
am, I love to relax on the couch and watch TV.

J: and what is giedo watching these days?!
G: The Voice of Holland!!
J: The whole of holland is mad about that show! 

But what about vacations? Where do you like to 
travel to?
g: Well, Holland is my number one country in 
the world - the people are relaxed and open and 
there is good food. There’s no place like home! 
But I have been lucky and seen a lot of the world. 
Curacao is one of my favorite places. It’s a fun 
place with great weather and nice hotels. last 
year I went to Bali with my girlfriend and that 
was also really relaxed with good restaurants (very 
important to me!). I have to train every day even 
on holiday but I like to be active so it’s ok. I also 
swim and run and waterski.
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McG  i  interview

Judith heijnen interrupts Mcgregor’s favorite motor racing star, giedo van der garde, during his training 
schedule for a chat about cars, clothes and pink underwear!

a fast talk with

giedo van der garde 
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Relaxed & ReFined
Washed & sophisticated with a young spirit is Twenty 
One by McGregor’s mojo. Built with a genuine vintage 
American approach relative to McGregor’s glorious 
heritage and high level of quality since its inception 
through to today & tomorrow, Twenty One by 
McGregor is cool anywhere. Who said your favorite 
jeans & washed hoodies aren’t perfect for the beach?

RayScott McMaRlowe
lancon eaton cf lS
GRant eddy BaSeBall

deny juleS leatHeR jacket
auStin dReSS

SPace dye ScaRf

SMaRt PReMiuM jacket
woodStock MicRo StRiPe tee 

Belt extended tiP

floyd eaton 
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left page

joSHua caRGo caRvic 
SilveSteR eaton  

MalcolM aaRon tee

BedfoRd faiR iSle lonG caRdiGan 
BRoMley floweR tunic

SMaRt ReGulaR jeanS

Suede joy jacket
cHino SkiRt

Belt extended tiP
BedfoRd faiR iSle ScaRf

cHRiStoPHeRScott McfaRlane 
Stone eaton  

cole PHelPS jacket

right page

Suede joy jacket 
BedfoRd faiR iSle ScaRf
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twenty one by mc gregor  i  McG

left page

waveRlyScott McfaRlane 
delPHi tRiStan 

right page

waRwick BlazeR
woodStock MicRo StRiPe tee 

BRoMley floweR ScaRf
SMaRt Skinny jeanS

lodGe SunBleacH Hoody 
Blaine MaRlow BlouSe

SMaRt Skinny jeanS
jeanS Belt



left page

SPace dyed Hat
fRanklin jacket

GRiMBle alSton caRd
joSHua caRGo caRvic 

fox eaton  

right page

leanScott McfaRlane 
andeRSon eaton  

yannick jacket
HuntinGton tHoMaS caRdiGan

HuntinGton PoncHo
auStin SHiRt
GRace PantS
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twenty one by mcgregor  i  McG



culluM aiden caRd 
douG eaton 

wHalen elton RuGBy 
acRiS MoRBin 5P 
fRitz eaton 

cReSt BoBBy jacket
douBle 21 SHiRt
MiRaS GRaPHic tee 
dawn PantS

GRace jacket
teRRy Sweat Hoody ziP 
cHino PantS

McG  i  twenty one by mcgregor



neW FlagshiP stoRes
Shopping can be one of life’s greatest pleasures or its worst nightmares and the 
retail environment is a key factor in determining which way the experience 
goes. luckily for McGregor customers, this year has seen three great new con-
cept stores open in Europe with plans in the pipeline for many more.

Adopting a radically different look from previous McGregor stores, the first of these 
opened in the rural Dutch fashion hot spot of laren. The two story Menswear store 
reflects the 90-year-old American heritage of the brand in its interior design, with 
vintage furniture mixed with custom-designed pieces to give the feeling of a Man-
hattan gentleman’s outfitters. Then, to bring a bit of Ivy league to the world capital 
of fashion, McGregor’s next move was to open a store in Paris. (Images on right 
page) Using the same uptown-preppy feeling as in laren, the store boasts 30m of 
windows looking out over the historic Boulevard des Capucines and throws together 
tartan wallpaper and parquet flooring in a sophisticated but fun showcase for all the 
menswear collections.

Finally, the new kid on the block, Twenty-One by McGregor gets its own home in 
Amsterdam (images on this page) where the new two story store reflects the authentic, 
washed-down vintage cool of the collection. With an interior that takes its cues from 
a Brooklyn warehouse, the store carries both the Menswear and Womenswear cloth-
ing and even features a custom shirt bar where you can order a mashed-up tartan 
shirt of your own design! §
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mcgregor-fashion.com
mcgregor-store.com

N E W  Y O R K  1 9 2 1

McG  i  section
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